5 Steps to Filling a Blueprint

Step 1
Drag and drop photos from the photo panel into the photo holders. Zoom and adjust photos in the frames if necessary.

Step 2
Add your title and journaling by editing the text boxes. Adjust the font, size and color to your liking. Or delete the existing text boxes and add text using a Fancy Font (Alphaset) or word art from an art kit.

Step 3
Fill the other elements on the page with papers, colors or gradients of your choosing. See the Filling Shapes tutorial for more information about how to do this.

Step 4
Add shadows if desired. Adjust the color and size of photo mats by going to Photo > Customize and choosing the fill, size and relief you desire.

Step 5
Add embellishments to the page if desired.

Don’t forget to save your page often while working and especially when you’re done!